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The following questions have been submitted concerning Bid#161902 - Breakfast and 
Lunch Entrees. All questions received have been answered and are provided verbatim 
from what was received: 
 
BIDDER QUESTION#1:  We have a couple items that were awarded on the commodity bid 

(Chef’s Corner) that are also listed on the new commercial bid. Do we need to bid the commercial 

section also? 

Vendors may bid on both bids (commodity and commercial) if they choose. It is not a 

requirement.  

 
BIDDER QUESTION#2:  I just wanted to check and see if you require full cases of samples for 

this test? 

Yes, a full case of samples is required. The Central Warehouse is closed on Friday, 3/25. 

Please schedule accordingly.  

 
BIDDER QUESTION#3:  I noticed on bid line #46 you have listed Tyson code 5778-329 that 

should be code 5778-928. 

Yes, the Tyson code #5778-928 is the correct code for item #46. The specification will be 

updated on next year’s bid solicitation. 

 
BIDDER QUESTION #4:  Does Escambia consider this a commercial bid?  I don’t see that a 
End Data Product Sheet (commodity values) is being required.  
 
Yes, Bid#161902 is a commercial bid. 

 
BIDDER QUESTION #5: For the Pricing Pages starting on page 14 for the unit price – for Unit 
Price you are looking for the GROSS (Delivered) price correct?   
 
Yes. 
 
BIDDER QUESTION #6: For the Portion Price, are you looking for price per unit?  How many 
decimal places do you want to see the portion price?   
 
The portion price should be the price for whatever constitutes a serving and meets the 
meal pattern contribution requested in the specification (ex. 1 hamburger patty or 3 
chicken tenders). Pricing should be in three (3) decimal places. 
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BIDDER QUESTION #7: Line item 54 has spec’d Pro View item 43011WG Spicy Popcorn 

Chicken which has been discontinued, would it be possible to bump the sodium up to 415mg so 

that Pro View can bid the replacement item? 

No, the sodium level cannot be increased for item #54. 

 
BIDDER QUESTION #8: Line item 40 Turkey Roast, Pre-Cooked – the correct Jennie-O code 

should be 317004 which is cooked. The code you have listed is a raw product and is listed for 

line item 39. Please confirm that I will not need to submit a sample for this item. 

Yes, the correct Jennie-O code should be 317004. No sample will be required for this 

item. The specification will be updated on next year’s bid solicitation. 

 

BIDDER QUESTION #9: Line item 42 Turkey Breast VIP – you have code 8403 listed which is 

incorrect, the correct code for this item should be 878403. Please confirm that I will not need to 

submit a sample for this item. 

Yes, the correct Jennie-O code should be 878403. No sample will be required for this 

item. The specification will be updated on next year’s bid solicitation. 

 

BIDDER QUESTION #10: Line item 44 Chicken Nuggets the correct Pro View code for this is 

40015WG not 40015, please correct this. I assume no sample will need to be submitted? 

Yes, the correct Pro View code for this item is 40015WG. No sample will be required for 

this item. The specification will be updated on next year’s bid solicitation. 

 

BIDDER QUESTION #11: Line item 47 Pro View item 60425WG is spec’d, this item includes 
bags, but the specs do not list bags to be included. Please confirm if you want bags for this 
item. If bags are not necessary, the code for this same item without bags is 60325WG.  

 

Bags are not required for the approved item #47- Product 60425WG. A sample will be 

required for product 60325WG since it has not been approved by the District.   

 

 

 

 

 
  
 


